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     SUMMARY 
 
THE METAPHILOSOPHY OF THE COMMON FUTURE 
 
       Teleological Implications of Dogmatic Cosmism  
        and Transhumanist Extropism 
 
 
The Metaphilosophy of the Common Future is the thesis with aim of pointing out and 
presenting cotemporary analysis of the particular conceptions which connect and differ 
Russian cosmism and Western transhumanism, the two important intellectual and 
philosophical currents, the first emerged in the end of 19
th
 Century in Imperial Russia, the 
latter being a revival of some ideas of cosmism and Western humanism as well as a 
consequence of technological revolution of the last quarter of 20
th
 Century, especially 
emerged and focused in Silicon Valley, California, USA. 
The method of the analysis is metaphilosophy as the specific proposition of reflection 
and commentary on basic ideas of dogmatic mainstream within Russian cosmism and 
principles of extropy have been proposed by transhumanism as modern and open ideology, 
comprising philosophical considerations as well as heavy science achievements, including 
cosmological theories and technological tools which may initiate human enhancement and 
radical extension of human lifespan. This thesis uses metalanguage as a tool of the analysis in 
some distant context of Alfred Tarski’s conception of matalanguage, which is sui generis 
second-order language in comparison with the language of Russian ideas of the edge of 19
th
 
and 20
th
 Centuries and contemporary transhumanist specific language, being borrowed from 
heavy science, especially physics. The thesis is about modal logic context, however the 
subject of the thesis is not logic in particular as a specific branch of philosophy. 
The initial analysis comprises conclusions derived from substantial philosophical 
papers written by Nikolai Fedorov, a scion of princely Gagarin family and forefather of 
cosmist intellectual movement - the work had been published posthumously by his friends and 
students in form of collected articles and essays under the title The Philosophy of the Common 
Task («Философия общего дела»). Fedorov, who according to a legend, had read all the books 
stored in Rumyantsev Museum library in Moscow, presented his critical analysis of basic 
ideas of Western philosophy, especially these of great German thinkers like Kant, Hegel, 
Stirner, Schopenhauer and Nietzsche. Fedorov rejected pessimism originated from antinomies 
and contradictions between humankind and nature, human being and God, pure and practical 
reason, individualism and collective work. Fedorov proposed to reverse the philosophical and 
spiritual values from negative to positive goals of mankind, leading to overcome blind nature 
(Magna Mater) disasters, diseases, death and chaos of expanding matter. His ideas were of 
aim of reshaping life and cosmos towards regulation of nature and colonization of the 
Universe. He advocated profound human enhancement and radical life extension. His great 
moral goal is resurrection of ancestors by scientific means instead of curse of death of fathers 
helping sons to replace ancestors. This original system, Fedorov called supramoralism, to 
underline moral values as grounds of the human enhancement and possible recurrection of 
ancestors. The substantial ideas of Fedorov’s cosmism had their roots in Orthodox 
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Christianity, especially his own exegesis of eschatology as a learning of final goals of 
humankind evolution as well as of scientific discoveries and future technological progress. 
There is not clearly convincing interpretation of Fedorov ideas, made by American researcher 
George M. Young, about esoteric character of Fedorov’s philosophy. But clearly, 
philosophical system presented by Fedorov, is of metaphilosophical considerations, based on 
ethics and science, additionally shaped by radical futurism and visions of colonization of 
outer space. 
After the death of Fedorov in 1903, his main ideas have been preserved and developed 
by his followers within dogmatic mainstream of cosmism, like Alexander Gorsky, Nikolai 
Setnitsky, Valerian Muravyov and Nikolai Umov. All of these thinkers have made a 
substantial contribution into Fedorov’s philosophy of cosmism. Especially Gorsky and 
Setnitsky proposed the explanation of the character of so-called positive eschatology on the 
basis of exegesis of St John and St Paul revelations and teaching. They criticized in their book 
written together and published in Harbin, Manchuria, under the title The Adoration of Death 
(The Apotheosis of Death, «Смертобожничество» ), the concept of deification of death within 
Christianity. Gorsky and Setnitsky rejected the eschatology of despair and inevitable decay 
and apocalypse. Their proposition had its grounds in logical exegesis of Christian 
eschatology, which according to their conclusions, leads to so-called positive eschatology 
with final goal of resurrection of the generations passed away, by scientific means and also a 
death overcoming which leads to immortality. Considering apotheosis of death as a heresy, 
the result is apotheosis of life and life eternal in particular as last stage of human evolution. 
Supported by the ideas of human enhancement and death overcoming by scientific 
means, Nikolai Setnitsky tried to reveal the final task of humankind in his work On the final 
ideal («О конечном идеале»), written and published in Harbin (1932). His main idea is that 
everyman has in mind particular ideals he wants to realize. These are mainly particular petty 
ideals, like every day work and business, scientific and research ideals, artistic and fine arts 
ideals and religious, theological and dogmatic ideals based on ethics and eschatology, 
especially Christian learning. The latter is of substantial existential importance as the other 
minor ideals are only of limited importance in everyday life. Religious ideals are close to the 
final ideal engulfing the future civilization, capable to insurrect dead ancestors and prolong 
life to the limits of infinity. However, Setnitsky made a reservation, that the ultimate ideal 
which may be a so-called highest authority and regulator of the Universe, is beyond human 
perception and ability to detect or reveal the undetectable nature of this absolute perfect being. 
The above conclusion connects Setnitsky’s idea of the ultimate ideal as close as to the 
attempt of proving ontological argument - the logical proof of God or God-like being 
existence, not only in human mind, but also in reality. These arguments, having their roots in 
Aristotle’s teaching about first cause and unmoved mover, otherwise God, the being who has 
no negation, have been proposed by Anselm of Canterbury, Descartes, Leibniz, Hartshorne, 
Plantinga and Gödel. Especially Kurt Gödel, an outstanding Austrian-born logician, presented 
strong calculation within modal logic system S5, regarding proof of possible existence of 
God-like positive being, who contains the attribution of all positive qualities (Ens 
perfectissimum), especially ethical and esthetical, which cannot be denied. This proof has 
some philosophical importance as a thesis of possible existence of God-like ultimate 
authority, which conclusion is quite close to Setnitsky’s idea of supreme ideal. These logical 
proofs are of profound logical value, however do not explain, if mankind is able to reach the 
level of ultimate authority sphere, except the idea proposed by Teilhard de Chardin, 
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concerning specific final Omega Point, the final harbor in humankind evolution, which may 
be considered as the Teilhard’s conception of God. 
The fundamental goals of cosmism, i.e. life extension towards immortality and 
resurrection of dead ancestors, have been revived within transhumanism considered as 
intellectual and philosophical movement of 70-ties and 80-ties of the 20
th
 Century, emerged 
especially in Silicon Valley, the hub of new technologies research institutions and world 
leading computer business. This is a disputable question, if cosmism has had profound impact 
on transhumanism, but both ideologies share the same values. What is most interesting, the 
cosmists like Fedorov, Setnitsky and Umov, strongly advocated necessity of the invention and 
implementation process opposite to the entropy as the physical property being the result of 
matter inflation and expanding chaos of it. The term is borrowed from physics (the second 
law of thermodynamics) and adopted for philosophical use. But only in the second quarter of 
20
th
 Century, Max More, a graduate of the Oxford University and philosopher based in United 
States, has developed the conception of extropy, the idea opposite to entropy. The 
assumptions of extropism open the futuristic concept of the designed regulation of nature 
controlled by mankind, cosmos colonization, life extension and resurrection of dead. The 
other fundamental ideas of transhumanism are: human enhancement, disease elimination and 
radical prolongation of lifespan proposed by Nick Bostrom, Julian Savulescu and Aubrey de 
Grey. However, the transhumanist ideas are not widely accepted and even strongly opposed 
(especially from bioconservative standpoint) as a modern kind of utopia, either the so-called 
technognosis and even fantasy. As transhumanist movement has its roots in Western 
humanism and principles of open society, it also shares some common values with cosmism 
as attempt to achieve final ideals which foretell future posthuman civilization, a quite 
different from contemporary civilization based on utilization of natural resources. But 
considering all these very special issues, the approval or rejection of extropism and human 
enhancement, the specific paradox has been occurred may be called as Posthuman Paradox 
(PP). As a principle, almost all humans want to be free of diseases, disorders, imperfections 
and lack of comfort of life. However, this is impossible to achieve in our current human 
nature. To surpass the limits of our human core structure, we have to change it radically. But 
such radical transformation of our body and mind unleashes fears about our principal human 
condition. So, we want and do not want radical change of our human nature. This may be 
called the humanist prejudice (HP). This is as well a specific Posthuman Paradox, which 
makes the final ideal conception proposed by Setnitsky, still a more remote future goal. 
In spite of the speculation about the character of ultimate ideal, in other words – if the 
supreme authority created and designed the Universe, another specific question has been 
raised by physicist Brandon Carter. The question is: why the Earth environment is so fine-
tuned, that intelligent life based on carbon emerged and human as the intelligent creature is 
able to observe and calculate the physical constants which tuned the environment in specific 
life-friendly way. This consideration has been called Anthropic Principle (AP). The other 
researchers, especially physicists, like John Barrow, Frank Tipler, John Archibald Wheeler 
and philosopher John Leslie, proposed their own versions of the anthropic principle. They 
called them Weak Anthropic Principle (WAP), Strong Anthropic Principle (SAP), Final 
Anthropic Arinciple (FAP) and Participatory Anthropic Principle (PAP). All of these 
propositions define human being as an exclusive intelligent observer of the Universe. As the 
intelligent life once emerged, it will never die out. This is a very radical and futuristic 
theorem, but some of the heavy science researchers went a step further and proposed a 
conclusion that intelligent being has been created with aim to engulf the Universe and 
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resurrect dead ancestors. However, the Anthropic Principle institutes the disputed idea of 
humankind exceptionalism and as such is challenged as logically unsound argument. 
The Anthropic Principle has been challenged by Swedish-born philosopher from the 
University of Oxford, Nick Bostrom. Bostrom considered Anthropic Principle as a theorem 
includes lack of logical soundness, almost a guess. He rejects athropocentrism and 
anthropomorphism of Anthropic Principle and admits the possibility of the existence of other 
intelligent observers and also a possible life based on non-carbon base. The Anthropic 
Principle has a stigma of anthropic bias, which makes it basically unproven. On the other 
hand, intelligent observer is under so-called Self-sampling assumption and Observation 
Selection Effects influence, which impose limitations on humankind observation abilities. 
Intelligent observer is situated in particular space-time perspective. Bostrom seems to be more 
close to accept multiverse or many-worlds hypothesis and hypothetical civilizations may 
emerge in parallel worlds, the idea being evolved from quantum mechanics theory. But if 
once this conception has been taken into consideration, the other crucial question emerged: do 
we live in possible simulation, created by highly advanced possible civilization? 
Bostrom proposed simulation argument (SA) and make it different from simulation 
hypothesis (SIM), the latter may suggest argument that we live in simulation, but this is not a 
point of Bostrom’s consideration. Instead of this, Bostrom proposes the assumption of 
disjunctive character, either our civilization will never achieve the level of civilization able to 
simulate reality before humankind dies out, either there are some civilizations able to simulate 
reality, but will never decide to do this from some specific reasons, especially these of ethical 
character, or there may be many civilizations able to simulate reality, hence it may be possible 
that we do live in the one of such possible simulations. Only the one of the three mentioned 
conclusions may be true. The grounds of simulation argument are of temporal logic system, 
however the syllogistic implication is close to a clear modal logic context. Bostrom seems to 
suggest, that it is possible, that we may live in simulation, but he strongly insists on ethical 
compliance with the goal of simulation, the one may be considered as condition sine qua non 
of bringing back into life dead ancestors. This idea corresponds with Fedorov conception of 
resurrection of dead ancestors based as well as on scientific and ethical grounds. The 
Bostrom’s proposition is likely more developed and based on the achievements of 
contemporary logic, multiverse theory and quantum mechanics principles. 
The considerations of the fate of a human being as intelligent observer and civilization 
ability to simulate reality and resurrect the dead ancestors, have to be put under some doubts 
about probable future of mankind. The development of our civilization may be annihilated or 
reduced in effect of crucial existential risks fulfillment as asteroid impact or more catastrophic 
collision may come from the outer space, nuclear Armageddon, use of biological or chemical 
weapons, earthquakes, tsunamis, supervolcano eruption, pandemics, genetic experiments, 
nanotechnology and artificial intelligence (AI) misuse. Some of these global existential risks 
are contemporary threats, other may emerge in the future. To avoid these risks, global society 
shall regulate and supervise all these activities from laboratory level to industrial activity of 
nations. These threats make cosmism and tranhumanism optimistic ideas more problematic 
and uncertain. They shall be put into the calculation of predictible future of humankind. Some 
researchers suggest that global existential risks may reduce the predicted ability of civilization 
survival even by 50%. The other question is how long can last our civilization. The proposed 
Doomsday Argument (DA), invented by Brandon Carter and developed by John Richard Gott 
III and John Leslie, suggests that our civilization is on a half-way of its history, so there is 
only some about 9000 years to its end and humankind will extinguish and this probability is 
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underestimated by us. This may be a real blow to the cosmism and transhumanism theories 
which see development of current civilization in much more extant period of time, even 
towards infinity. Doomsday Argument is not widely accepted, sometimes even rejected as 
only a hypothesis. The other question is that according to Bostrom’s suggestion, Doomsday 
Argument is corrupted by observation selection effects which make DA not fully sound. The 
further objection is the problem if the highly advanced civilization will be still human or 
posthuman one, the latter with possible quite different perception of the Universe. 
Whatever will happen in the future, humankind is a developing global society, 
organized within frames of the established universal legal system. Such international 
organizations like United Nations (UN), World Health Organization (WHO), United Nations 
Educational, Scientific and Cultural Organization (UNESCO) or Food and Agricultural 
Organization (FAO), have stipulated important legal rules and principles. The most important 
of them is the right to life. This fundamental right is not exclusive and is in some way 
restricted, but anyway it reveals the principle of no time limitation of life as a whole in legal 
environment. The other important fundamental human right is the right to health, which 
imposes the rule, that every human being is entitled to seek basic health protection and 
governments have no right to deny this and avoid of delivering food, clean water and medical 
means to protect life and health, accordingly to their resources and economic potential. The 
fundamental rights seem to lead towards prolongation of lifespan and might be the grounds 
for undefined yet right for life extension. In spite of legal rules, the fact is that longevity is 
expanding and this may cause important social and economic problems. As a result of 
constant development, world society is seeking how to resolve problem of the elders and 
decreasing birthrate. On the other hand, technological progress, especially based on computer 
industry, may be remedy for these particular social problems and may be seemed as e-
bussiness revolution within MetaCapitalism, the system proposed by Silicon Valley analysts 
from PricewaterhouseCoopers consulting firm, Grady Means and David Schneider – the 
virtual economic system based on intellectual power of society and close cooperation between 
all economic and human entities involved in. The electronic signature and business-to-
business systems are initial tools in still emerging new economy. Even legal system might be 
changed from traditional dogmatic system of strict law into law based on more advanced 
calculation of the effects of law implementation and developed tools of evaluation of law 
effectiveness. 
However, the futurist vision of the new society goes many steps further that 
conceptions of e-business and new economy. For such thinkers like Konstantin (Konstanty) 
Tsiolkovsky (Ciołkowski), an outstanding Russian researcher of Polish roots and forefather of 
astronautics, John Archibald Wheeler and Richard Feynman, worldwide respected physicists 
and Frank Tipler, a mathematician, physicist and cosmologist, the life has subatomic nature 
encoded maybe in a bit as information source and as such will never die out. There is no 
calculation and mathematical formula which may limit life extension. Life may expand 
throughout the Universe. So, even the intelligent life. This may be fraction of ontological 
memory of life once created and being effect and consequence of initial singularity, the 
starting point from which the Universe is expanding. These theories are more familiar with 
modal context rather than with the system of binary (0, 1) logic. Since we may take these 
theories under consideration, the next assumption is that future posthuman society may be 
able to regulate the Universe and engulf remote cosmos by intelligent life. 
The specific issues may arise from cosmism and transhumanism as well as the ideas 
that “God does not play dice with the Universe” and that human being should not play God 
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with the Nature. The first implication is a famous quotation borrowed from Albert Einstein, 
the second reflects awareness about too radical involvement inside human nature and 
terrestrial environment, which may cause disasters and unwished side effects. This leads to 
the conception of technological singularity and cosmological singularity horizon. The latter 
suggests that humankind will never discover the laws of cosmological singularity, initial and 
final. Otherwise, humankind will never be able play God. But if “God does not play dice”, so 
maybe humankind will achieve posthuman level and technological singularity which 
theoretically may pave the way towards radical life extension, immortality and possible 
resurrection of dead by scientific means, especially by emulation of the past realities with help 
of advanced, computer technologies. According to the some specific theories, e.g. these 
presented by Nikolai Kardashev, Carl Sagan or Michio Kaku, our current civilization is still 
on the very first level of possible advanced civilization.  
As the common values advocated by cosmism and transhumanism, the thesis 
underlines positive eschatology of cosmism and optimistic technocentrism of transhumanism, 
both ideas leading to possible radical life extension, exploration of cosmos and resurrection of 
dead ancestors. This common tasks make cosmism the exceptional philosophical source code 
of transhumanism. Both philosophies strongly advocate human enhancement and colonization 
of outer space, which shall be transformed in some kind of metacosmos, the future 
environment of posthuman civilization. This process shall be controlled and developed 
according to the commonly accepted positive moral values, open society principles and 
principles of extropy. The future posthuman being, the homo futurus, will be the ultimate 
intelligent observer, fine-tuned with cosmos. Maybe the Universe as the concept of multiverse 
is beyond human or posthuman perception, but this specific question is currently far beyond 
feasible calculation and we may call it all in all just a cosmological singularity. This make 
cosmism revival and transhumanism still open and developing intellectual and philosophical 
systems within contemporary philosophy. Modal context of both intellectual currents is a 
good reason for doing more profound further studies concerning development of assumptions 
and conclusions proposed by cosmism and transhumanism.    
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